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GLOSSARY

Glossary
AICCON

FSI

SSE

Research Centre on Cooperation and Non

FairShares Institute for Cooperative

Social and solidarity economy

Profit Organizations (IT)

Social Entrepreneurship

CSS

IAP-SOCENT

Centre for Co-operative Studies

Interuniversity Attraction Pole - Building

CES-BE
Center for Social Economy
CES-PT
Centre for Social Studies (PT)
CIRTES
Centre Interdisciplinaire de Recherche
Travail, État et Société (BE)

interdisciplinary and integrated
knowledge on social entrepreneurship
and social enterprise (project)
ICSEM
International Comparative Social
Enterprise Project (project)
LEST

TSI
Third Sector Impact (project)
UNTFSSE
UN Inter-Agency Task Force on Social and
Solidarity Economy
UCL
Université catholique de Louvain (BE)
ULg
Université de Liège (BE)

Laboratoire d’Economie et de Sociologie

WISEs

CNAM

du Travail, LEST. Univ. of Aix-Marseille

Work integration social enterprise

Conservatoire national des arts et

(FR)

métiers (FR)

PPGCS

CRESR

Post-Graduate Program in Social Sciences

Centre for Regional Economic and Social

of Unisinos

Research

RILESS

CSE

Red de Investigadores Latinoamericanos

Centre for Social Entrepreneurship (DK)

de Economía Social y Solidaria

ECI

RUC

Early-career Investigator

Roskilde University

EESC

SDGs

European Economic and Social

Sustainable Development Goals

Committee

SE

EJEB

Social enterprise, social economy,

EMES Junior Experts’ Blog

solidarity economy

EURICSE

SESAM

European Research Institute on

Norwegian centre for social

Cooperative and Social Enterprises (IT)

entrepreneurship and social innovation

GECES

SHU

Expert Group on Social Entrepreneurship

Sheffield Hallam University

of the European Commission
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EMES Network in figures
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173

YEARS

INSTITUTIONAL MEMBERS

INDIVIDUAL MEMBERS

Since 1996, when an international
group of scholars launched the first
research network devoted to social
enterprise.

The institutional pillars of EMES,
leading research centers acting
together to carry out influential
collaborative research.

We believe in the power of connecting
individual researchers around the
world.
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2,070

193

PROJECTS

CONFERENCE’ PARTICIPANTS

CONFERENCES PAPERS

International comparative projects.

Accumulated number of participants in
EMES conferences.

Number of EMES Conferences Selected
Papers available to download.
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INTRODUCTION

The year 2018 witnessed the consolidation of a pioneering project for EMES, the
Empower-SE COST Action together with a successful 6th edition of the PhD Summer
School and the launch of the Strategic Planning process that included the members
of the Board of Directors and representatives of all institutional members.
Indeed, Empower-SE is providing a unique umbrella where researchers are coming
together to exchange on the theoretical foundations of SE as well as new areas of
activity where social enterprises are thriving, such as immigration.
New ways of supporting early-career investigators also emerged from this
COST Action. Also as part of Empower-SE, EMES was able to grant four Short
Term Scientific Missions and one Conference Grant aimed at researchers from
peripheral countries.
This year included also intense preparation for the next international research
conference, which will be hosted by our UK institutional member, Sheffield Hallam
University, and co-organized by COST.
EMES also organized the visit of the Danish cooperative umbrella Kooperationen.
This plethora of activities benefits from the support of the Belgium-based
Bernheim Foundation who has allowed for the hiring of a part-time person for
the Coordination Unit. Such financial contribution for three years is meant to
accompany the implementation of the Strategic Plan and the various activities
planned for the next three years aiming to turn EMES into a sustainable
international research network that facilitates and leads research on SE and
related topics.
EMES would not be reaching its potential if its members were not there. Twelve
institutional members and 174 individual members who renew their commitment
to the network year after year are the best way of testing the relevance of EMES’
mission. We create this Annual Report to document our history but mostly to
thank them in public year after year. Thank you for supporting EMES in whichever
way you are able to offer your contribution and we look forward to meeting you
again next year!

Marthe Nyssens

Rocío Nogales

President

Managing Director
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Research
initiatives
In 2018 the Empower-SE unfolded its power to
mobilize researchers (including numerous peripheral
country, female and early career researchers).
The European Mapping Study of Social Enterprise
covering 28 countries including preparation
meetings and work with national researchers was
also carried out most of 2018.
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EMES research projects
Empowering the next
generation of social

enterprise scholars

EMPOWER-SE
The COST Action Empower-SE addresses existing fragmentation in the levels
of knowledge regarding social enterprises, from both a geographical and a
disciplinary point of view, as well as from the perspective of different categories
of stakeholders. Empower-SE is contributing to:
1.

EMPOWER-SE
COST Action 16206

developing a comprehensive understanding of the diversity of SE models
emerging across Europe and globally; their conditions of emergence and
development; and their contribution to key industries for the development

2.

of sustainable societies by overcoming existing fragmentation in the levels

Full name:

of knowledge from both a geographical and a disciplinary point of view;

Empowering the next generation of

empowering the next generation of SE scholars, focusing on expanding the
SE scientific community to less research-intensive countries where it is still
embryonic or non-existing; and

3.

fostering evidence-based policy from local to European levels and

social enterprise scholars
Scientific Coordinators:
Marthe Nyssens, Action Chair (BE)
Sílvia Ferreira, Action Co-Chair (PT)

supporting the development of SE and their eco-systems in synergy with
main industry representatives and stakeholders.
A total of 35 countries are now formally part of the management body of this
project (the “Management Committee” or MC) plus 10 near-neighbouring

Participating researchers:
120 researchers from 45 different
countries

countries and international partner countries. The first meeting of the MC was

Date:

held on the 27th of November at the premises of COST, in Brussels. Over 50

November 2017 - November 2021

researchers from the 35 countries represented in the Action came to learn about
how EMPOWER-SE will, in the upcoming four years, overcome fragmentation
at the level of social enterprises knowledge. By “fragmentation” we mean

www.empowerse.eu

both from a geographical and a disciplinary point of view, as well as from the
perspective of different categories of stakeholders.
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Full name:
Third Sector Impact (TSI)
EU Coordination:
Carlo Borzaga, Euricse
Giulia Galera, Euricse
Rocío Nogales, EMES

EU MAPPING - Mapping study on social
enterprise ecosystems (update, part 2)
Over the past two decades, the social enterprise has emerged globally as an
innovative economic actor explicitly aimed at generating value to the advantage of
either the community or of vulnerable groups.
Despite its growing policy attractiveness, the social enterprise is however little

Date:
December 2017 - September 2019
emes.net/research-projects/
social-enterprise/eu-mappingmapping-study-on-social-enterpriseecosystems-update-part-2/

understood as a social phenomenon and its real size is still unknown in most EU
countries. Conceptual confusion coupled with the lack of reliable data and the
inability of policy makers to identify its determinants and competitive advantages
explain why the potential contribution of social enterprise to key EU policy
objectives is far from being fully harnessed in several EU Member States.
The 2014 Mapping Study and its 2016 update contributed to providing a first
comparable picture of social enterprise dynamics across 28 EU countries and
Switzerland. The refining of the methodology as tested in 2016 enabled to further
improve the accuracy of the application of the Operational Definition and better
capture recent developments in the field in seven EU countries.
This update aims to improve the quality of the evidence presented in 21 country
reports produced in 2014 by accuracy and completeness of and to provide further

SOCIAL ENTERPRISES
AND THEIR ECOSYSTEMS
IN EUROPE

background information based on on-going and recently published research
findings and illustrative examples, which have made new critical perspectives,
data and information available. Connections with recent research findings,

Country report

CROATIA

achieved in the frame of various 7FP and international research projects, will be

Davorka Vidović

strengthened thanks to the engagement in the Mapping of scholars who have led
and participated in such research efforts.
The set of 21 Country Reports in this update includes a “stakeholders engagement
strategy” to ensure that key input from national stakeholders was incorporated.

Social Europe

The stakeholders’ engagement strategy followed a structured approach consisting
of a questionnaire, one or two stakeholders’ meeting (depending on the country)
and one core follow-up group. Such structure enabled a sustained, diverse and
committed participation of stakeholders throughout the mapping update process.
Four categories of stakeholders were set up: academic, policymaker, practitioner
SOCIAL ENTERPRISES AND THEIR
ECOSYSTEMS IN EUROPE

and supporter. The full names, organisations and positions of key stakeholders
who accepted to have their names published are included in the last appendix on
the reports.

Country fiche

MONTENEGRO

Anto Jankovic

Social Europe
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The ICSEM project
The achievements of the Project’s first phase, carried out within the IAP-SOCENT
Programme, are well beyond what the Project’s founders could reasonably have
expected at its inception: close to 250 researchers from some 50 countries are
now involved in the Project, 49 Working Papers have been published or are about
to be published, a database covering some 720 social enterprises from over 40
countries has been built.
Work has kept progressing toward the initial goals, but the scope taken by this
Project has made very clear by now that it will undoubtedly extend in time well
behind the end of the IAP-SOCENT Programme itself, within which this Project was
initially born. As of 2018 ICSEM will continue its development through EmpowerSE Action, allowing new countries to join the impressive research community that
has been built around this Project.

Full name:
International Comparative Social
Enterprise Models Project (ICSEM)
Scientific Coordinators:
Jacques Defourny (ULg-Belgium) and
Marthe Nyssens (UCL-Belgium), EMES
Belgian institutional members
Participating researchers:
250 from 50 different countries
Date:
Phase 1: July 2013 - April 2017 (as part
of the IAP-SOCENT Programme)
Phase 2: December 2017 - December
2021 (as part of the EMPOWER-SE
Action)
emes.net/icsem-project
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Publications
Numerous volumes were published in 2018 within the
Routledge Studies in Social Enterprise & Social Innovation
series and many more are under preparation for 2019. As
for ICSEM, the last national Working Papers were published
last year while in 2018, researchers focused on preparing the
two first books that will be published in 2019.
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PUBLICATIONS

EMES Publications
Books
Three more volumes of the “Routledge Studies in Social Enterprise and
Social Innovation” Series

Under preparation

Social Entrepreneurship and Social Enterprises. Nordic Perspectives

Social Enterprise in Latin America.
Theory, Models and Practice.

The first edition of this book was edited by Linda Lundgaard Andersen, Malin
Gawell, Roger Spear, all of them associated to two of the three institutional
members of EMES, CSE and Södertörn University.
The summary of the book in as follow: “As the welfare state grew, civil society
organizations and co-operatives lost ground, to a certain extent. But in recent
decades, the welfare state has been restructured and, simultaneously, the
concepts social entrepreneurship and social enterprises have gained attention.
The Nordic context, with extensive public welfare structures and a high degree

Social Enterprise in Asia. Theory,
Models and Practice.

People Centered Social Innovation.
Global Perspectives on an Emerging
Paradigm.
Theory of Social Enterprise and
Pluralism. Social Movements,
Solidarity Economy, and Global
South.

of citizens’ participation in public affairs, might affect the emergence of social
entrepreneurship and social enterprises.
Migrant women stepping into ethnic catering; homeless men employed to
take care of bees producing honey for sale; young people on the edge getting
microcredit funding to start social businesses; or former criminals joining forces
to create social and economic structures for an honest lifestyle. These initiatives
capture the transformative power of social enterprise and might indicate how
social enterprises have the potential to make a difference for people and societies.
The Nordic countries represent an interesting case. Social enterprises and cooperatives played a significant part in paving the way for the Nordic solidaristic
welfare state.”
The other two volumes included in the series in 2018 are:
\\

Social Enterprise and Special Events, edited by Julie Olberding

\\

The Growth of Italian Cooperatives. Innovation, Resilience and Social
Responsibility by Piero Ammirato

13
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Projects and events outputs
Third Sector Impact project
 Zimmer, A., Hoemke, P., Pahl, J.B. and C. Rentzsch (2018) Resilient Organizations

in the Third Sector. Professionalized Membership Associations, Social Enterprises,
Modern Hybrids. Liege: EMES European Research Network asbl.
Resilient Organizations in the Third Sector is an e-book resulting from the Third
Sector Impact (TSI) project. It brings together 15 case studies of third sector
organizations (TSOs) – membership associations, social enterprises and other
types of hybrids – across Europe. The book analyzes their coping strategies in an
increasingly challenging environment structured by austerity, the restructuring
of welfare states, and public discourses that range from ignorance to hostility
regarding third sector organizations. The book is a collection of stories of
combining different institutional logics as TSOs move towards hybridity, and of
the capacity to react to changing environments without giving up on their core
missions. The TSOs presented here continue to contribute to the well-being of
citizens in Europe through “innovativeness”, the provision of services as well as
avenues for active participation.
Related blog post:

“Resilient organizations in
the third sector”, new e-book
from TSI

The book is available for free download on the EMES website, which was the TSI
dissemination and communication partner.
Available at: https://emes.net/publications/books/resilient-organizations-in-thethird-sector/

3rd EMES-Polanyi International Workshop
A total of 13 papers have been published as part of the 3rd EMES-Polanyi Seminar
held in Roskilde in April 2018. As we explained in a previous post, the energy
gathered in this seminar was really hard to capture but these papers do provide an
overview of the range of topics and academic perspectives that participant were
able to mobilized. Below, you can find all the papers listed and ready to download:
1.

A political economy of labor? A Learning Perspective

2.

“Walker, there is no path, the path is made by walking”: the challenges of
self-management in solidarity economy (by EMES member, Adriane Ferrarini)

3.

Channelling solidarity: inputs from third sector and the co-creation of public
goods (by EMES members, Jennifer Eschweiler, Lars Hulgård)

4.

Cultivating commons in the heart of the city. Madrid community gardens
against austerity urbanism

5.

Danish agriculture – sustainable management of the commons

6.

Elements of the institutionalization process of the forest and pasture
commons in Romania as particular forms of social economy
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7.

Responsible Public Procurement: A De-Commodification of Public Markets?
A Case Study in the City of Nantes, France

8.

Rural social and solidarity economy initiatives from Central and Eastern
Europe – In contexts of peripheralisation to what extent may participation be
a reality? (by EMES member Melinda Mihály)

9.

Solidarity Economy and commercialization channels in the North and South
of Brazil (by EMES member Fabio Schwab do Nascimento)

10. Substantivist economy as a starting point for reflection. Learnings from a
co-operative inquiry
11. The significance of trust for Organizational Accountability: The Legacy of
Karl Polanyi
12. Towards “Qualitative growth”-oriented Collective Action Frameworks:
Articulating Commons and Solidarity Economy (by EMES member Ana
Margarida Esteves)
13. When the domestic is also political: redistribution by women from the South.
A feminist approach (by EMES member Luciane Lucas dos Santos)

Institutional members
All institutional members publish regularly the results of their projects in their
national languages but also very often in English.

AICCON

www.aiccon.it/pubblicazioni.cfm

Chair in Solidarity Economy

www.chaire-economie-solidaire.cnam.fr

CES-BE

www.ces.ulg.ac.be/en_GB/publications-4

CCS

www.ucc.ie/en/ccs/publications/pastpublications/

CSE

https://typo3.ruc.dk/forskning/forskningscentre/cse/

CES-PT

www.ces.uc.pt/publicacoes/index.php?id_lingua=2

CIRTES

www.uclouvain.be/fr/chercher/cirtes/publications.html

EURICSE

www.euricse.eu/publications/

ISF

www.socialresearch.no/Publications

LEST

www.lest.cnrs.fr/spip.php?page=biblioaeres&lang=fr

SHU

FSI: shorturl.at/aijD9 | CRESC: shorturl.at/aLNU8
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Training
and education
The training activities of EMES focused on the 6th EMES
PhD Summer School which this year was co-organized
with COST and the French CNRS. The EMES PhD Network
continued to publish on the EMES Juniors’ Experts Blog
(EJEB) and the Empower-SE COST Action contributed to
enriching the PhD community working on SE.
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EMES-COST-CNRS International Training School, France

19 - 22 JUNE | 18
CARRY-LE-ROUET
MARSEILLE

Social enterprises and research methods: Qualitative methods, mixed
methods and international comparisons
Training young researchers is a priority for COST and something that the
EMPOWER-SE Action shares all the way from its title to all of its activities. This is
why training schools are a key tool implemented by COST Actions. In the case of
EMES, after five successful editions of the EMES PhD Summer Schools, in France,
Denmark, Italy, Romania, and the United Kingdom; we returned to France for
this 6th edition. Together with our partners (COST, CNRS and EMES’ institutional
member LEST (a Mixed Research Unit of the CNRS and of the Aix-Marseille
University), we welcomed forty young researchers, including PhD students, postdocs and assistant professors from the 19th through the 22nd of June 2018. They
had the opportunity to discuss with more than twenty experienced researchers
about their work and the methodologies implemented. Already known for
its theoretical strengths, this time EMES dealt with the epistemological and
methodological basis of their own research. This training school constitutes a real
opportunity for SE-community researchers to strengthen their research design.

17
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EMES PhD Students and Early-Career
Investigators (ECI)
The Empower-SE Action has allowed the incorporation of
two powerful networking tools to the array of support
actions for early career researchers for EMES: the
Short-term Scientific Visits (STSM) and the Intensiveness
Targeted Countries Conference Grants (ITC Grants).
STSMs aim to support the development of original
knowledge related to social enterprise in the case of
Empower-SE. This networking tool facilitates COST
Action participants who are willing to go to an institution,
organisation or research centre in another participating
COST Country in order to foster collaboration and
conduct empirical research. Such visits enable
participants to learn new techniques, gain access to
specific data and methodologies unavailable in their own

Ignacio Bretos is a senior researcher from
the University of Zaragoza (Spain). He will
be visiting the Sheffield Business School at
Sheffield Hallam University from January until
March 2019. The STSM grant is quite important
for him as it offers the possibility to access two
large cooperative and mutual social enterprises
based in the United Kingdom and, therefore,
advance his current comparative analysis.
Together with his supervisor, Rory Ridley-Duff
(WG 4), he will examine not only the challenges
posed by scaling up and growth to participatory
governance within social enterprises but also
the innovative contribution of social enterprises
to the development of sustainable societies.

institutions/organisations and enlarge their relational and
social capital.
ITC Grants include substantial financial support aimed
at PhD students and early-career investigators from
participating ITC who would like to attend SE-related
conferences that are not specifically organized by our
COST Action.
The STSM Evaluating Committee is composed of Mary
O’Shaughnessy (coordinator, Ireland), Francesca Petrella
(France) and Davorka Vidović (Croatia).
The following three ECIs benefitted from STSM support
in 2018:
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Natasha Gjorevska is a PhD student from
Corvinus University (Hungary). Since 2015,
she has worked on the topic of workplace
spirituality and social enterprises. Thanks
to this grant, she’ll be able to visit the newly
established Global Challenges and Sustainable
Development Unit from Glasgow Caledonian
University (UK). Under the supervision of Simon
Teasdale and GCU director, Mark Anderson,
she’ll participate in a high-quality research
environment. As she says, she is very grateful
to being offered the possibility to learn from
international and renewed scholars of the field.

TRAINING AND EDUCATION

TRAINING
RESEARCH
AND EDUCATION
INITIATIVES

The initiatives included a women-led energy generation
Giorgia Trasciani is a PhD candidate studying
in the University of Aix-Marseille (France)
and University of Naples L’Orientale (Italy).
She is currently working on the relationship
between public authorities and social
enterprises in the case of asylum seekers
reception system. From February until March
2019, she’ll be visiting the Yunus Centre
for Social Business and Health at Glasgow
Caledonian University (UK). She is very excited
to join the Yunus Center as it is the lead
partner and coordinator of a EU H2020 funded
project named SIRIUS “Skills and Integration
of Migrants, Refugees and Asylum Applicants
in European Labour Markets”. According to
Gloria, “this visit will definitely contribute to
my analysis of the characteristics, role and
evolution of SEs on tackling the migration and
refugee challenges”.

cooperative, the network of citizen-led urban gardens
(and two concrete examples), the first cooperative
founded by “illegal” immigrants, purchase groups,
ecofeminist and urban recreation cooperative...
Moreover, they had an opportunity to learn about the
EU-funded Urban project called “MARES” which aims
at supporting the development of social enterprises in
deprived neighborhoods of Madrid around the activity
areas of energy, food, mobility and reciclying, with a
transversal axis named “care”. An introductory lecture
opened the visit to set the context while several on-site,

Study visits of cooperative experiences building
up a supporting ecosystem for youth and women
entrepreneurship
After the Danish umbrella organization Kooperationen
approached the Coordination unit of EMES, an ad
hoc study visit was designed to provide a firsthand
experience of some cooperative experiences that exist
in Madrid (Spain). The main goal was to meet personally
the teams behind them as they share the stories that
contributed to their emergence and consolidation. These
cooperatives are the result of a long story of citizen
resistance and cooperation and constitute nowadays part
of a thriving ecosystem that supports youth and women
entrepreneurship.

first hand presentations were delivered by the leaders of
the initiatives themselves. The two-day visit concluded
with the visir “Walking the paths of cooperation in
Madrid: Lavapiés” in one of the most mixed and complex
neighborhoods in the city which is feeling the pressure of
urban planning and gentrification.
19
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EMES Junior Experts’ Blog (EJEB)
Under the leadership of Eduardo Pereira, who joined the EMES Board in 2017 as representative of
EMES PhD members, the EMES Junior Experts’ Blog (EJEB) experienced an exciting activity in 2018.
A total of 9 contributors shared their PhD-related work with a readership that we know if curious
and open-minded, always looking for new and exciting material and reflections. Moreover, a new
committee composed of PhDs from the EMES PhD Network was set up to ensure a vivid pipeline of
contributions as well as the review of the pieces to be published. We include below a summary of all
the posts published in 2018:

The following nine posts were published in 2018
January 26, 2018

March 21, 2018

July 3, 2018

Designing institutions for collective
energy action: The roles of renewable
energy cooperatives in a polycentric
low-carbon transition by Thomas
Bauwens

A Ph.D. journey: Lauren’s testimonial
by Lauren Harris

A “market” of methods and a myriad
of possibilities for SEs: A rural
perspective by Lucas Olmedo and
Mara van Twuijver

February 9, 2018

Understanding and measuring social
entrepreneurship by Merie Joseph
Kannampuzha
February 23, 2018

RurAction by Mara van Twuijver and
Lucas Olmedo
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April 11, 2018

Reconciling mutual distrust and
cooperation: recent developments
regarding the third sector and social
enterprises in Hungary by Juliana Kiss
May 16, 2018

The growing space occupied by social
enterprises in societies by Bryan
Dufour

September 28, 2018

Challenges in research methods and
international comparisons in Social
Enterprise Research: Learnings from
the 6th EMES summer school by Nicole
van Doorn and Marina Novikova
November 13, 2018

New farmers as agroecological
entrepreneurs by Maxim Vlasov

TRAINING AND EDUCATION

Institutional members academic programs
AICCON (https://goo.gl/oR8m1O)

EURICSE (https://goo.gl/8oeZIX)

\\ The fund raising school

\\ SIBEC – the Italian School for Common Goods

\\ Executive training, European Summer School on the

\\ European Summer School on Social Economy

Social Economy

\\ Master Programme in Management of Social

\\ MUEC Master

Enterprises
\\ Executive.coop

CES-BE (https://goo.gl/OA3iwj)
\\ Master in Management of Social Enterprises
\\ University Certificate in Management of Social

Enterprises

LEST
\\ Masters (https://goo.gl/YeoDyb)
\\ PhD program (https://goo.gl/Zb4JuL)

\\ Seminar on the social economy
\\ Course on “Entrepreneurship and Management in

the Social Economy”

SESAM
\\ Course on “Collaborative social innovation”

\\ PhD seminar on the “Social and solidarity economy,

popular economy and non-profit organisations”

SHU

\\ PhD seminar on “Social Entrepreneurship”
\\ Cooperative Leadership and Social

Entrepreneurship Postgraduate Certificate

CCS

(part-time) (https://www.shu.ac.uk/courses/

\\ Masters in Cooperative and Social Enterprise.

(http://www.ucc.ie/en/ckl10/)

mba/pgcert-cooperative-leadership-and-socialentrepreneurship/part-time/2019)
\\ Cooperative Leadership and Social

CSE

Entrepreneurship MBA (part-time) (https://

\\ Master in Social Entrepreneurship and Management.

(https://goo.gl/dEmnSu)

CES-PT
\\ Doctoral program. (https://goo.gl/ldYqqa)

www.shu.ac.uk/courses/mba/mba-cooperativeleadership-and-social-entrepreneurship/parttime/2019)
\\ Cooperative Leadership and Social

Entrepreneurship Postgraduate Certificate (fulltime, in preparation)

\\ Advanced training (https://goo.gl/x9NGTm)

CIRTES
\\ Master course “Économie sociale” (https://

uclouvain.be/cours-2017-LECON2351)
\\ Master course “Economie sociale et non-

marchande”
\\ Seminar “Économie sociale et transition” (https://

uclouvain.be/cours-2016-LECGE1324)
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Events
Four major events took place in 2018, namely the 2nd
meeting of Working Group 1 in January; the 3rd EMESPolanyi International Seminar in April; the 6th EMES PhD
Summer School in June; and the Research Workshop
“Tackling the migration and refugee challenge” in
November. In addition, preparation for the 7th EMES
International conference began together with several
other events under the Empower-SE COST Action. EMES
and its members participate in numerous conferences,
seminars and events which are available on the websites
of EMES institutional and individual members.
22
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The large umbrella of the Empower-SE Action included four events in 2018 and two calls for
events in 2019 were launched:
\\ 1st Meeting of Working Group 1 (January)
\\ 3rd EMES-Polanyi International Seminar (April)
\\ Research Workshop “Tackling the migration and refugee challenge”

(November)
The two calls for papers for events taking place in 2019 were:
\\ The Empower-SE WG1 call for paper invites researchers to submit transversal

chapters focusing on “Wave 2” ICSEM countries. Proposed papers may
compare two or more countries based on transversal issues, such as
historical legacy, drivers of the emergence of social enterprises, availability
of financial and non-financial resources, relations between the latter and
the social mission or social aims, governance of social enterprises and so on.
Proposals focusing on other topics or dimensions are also welcome.
\\ The ICSEM call for proposals invites contributions that would feed

publication projects of both the ICSEM Project and the Empower-SE Action.
As you will see in the call itself, such proposals should indeed aim to build
knowledge about emerging or already well-established social enterprise
models across the world, following common guidelines so as to foster
international comparative analysis.
These events directly support the mission of the Empower-SE COST Action by
promoting the development of original knowledge on SE models and intensifying
the participation of emerging and established researchers, particularly women
and peripheral country researchers, in the SE research community dialogue, which
are described below:
23
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1st meeting of Working Group 1 on Theoretical
Foundations of SE
The first scientific meeting of the Empower-SE COST Action
revolved around the Working Group (WG) on theoretical
foundations of SE (“Foundations”). The main objective of
this WG is to identify and bind the variety of SE conceptions
and models at the local level. For this first meeting bringing
together 65 researchers from 44 countries, the specific
objectives were:
\\ To take stock of the work carried out in the framework of the “International

Comparative Social Enterprise Models” (ICSEM) Project launched in 2013 and
still in operation.
\\ To reach final steps in the preparation of ICSEM major publications (books

and journal special issues).
\\ To identify ways to allow COST researchers from Full COST Countries and

Near Neighbouring Countries not covered by the ICSEM Project preparing
“country contributions” along the same lines and therefore catching up.
The program included three major type of sessions aiming to:
\\ Create synergies between WG1 of the EMPOWER-SE COST Action and the

ICSEM Project carried out by the EMES International Research Network since
2013 (Session 1, February 28th, morning).
\\ Promote international transversal and comparative analyses of social

enterprise models across countries and fields (Session 2, February 28th,
afternoon).
\\ Deepen and enlarge the research perimeter to countries which were not

covered so far by ICSEM (Session 3, March 1st, morning).
Most presentations in Sessions 1 and 2 were rooted in works launched in the
framework of the ICSEM Project. However, this WG1 Workshop will offer two ways
of adding value to this project: 1) Members who are already ICSEM partners are
expected to deliver a quasi-final version of their respective papers as the latter will
be published as chapters of a joint book on “Social enterprise models in Europe.”;
2) All participants will discuss and make suggestions in order to help authors
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3rd EMES-Polanyi International Workshop
Welfare societies in transition. Polanyi revisited through the lens
of welfare state, social democracy and solidarity economy
The previous seminar in May 2016 focused on a key question
in Polanyi’s work: the relationship between economic and
political pluralism. At this year’s co-organized by the EMPOWERSE COST Action, we will now explore further how a renewed
reconciliation between the redistributive capacity of the
welfare state and the reciprocal and collective capacities of
associative life may form a cornerstone in a new welfare society.
While Karl Polanyi has not yet reached the position of mainstream economists, his

Roskilde
University,
Denmark
Apr 16-17, 2018

90
PEOPLE PARTICIPATED

thinking and his work have contributed to the theoretical blueprint of research on
social enterprise and social and solidarity economy in the last years. It is crucial for
building the next generation of SE scholars. The relevance and the timeliness of
his thinking inside and outside the academia make some experts state that the 21st
century will be the century of Polanyi.
A taste of why this is likely to be the case was offered in Roskilde University and
Grennesminde in April 2019. Some of the worldwide Polanyi experts were there
and they shared incredible insight with the over 90 people who participated, all
of us eager to learn how a Polanyian look could be when contemplating such
challenges as transition of the welfare state, sustainability and achieving the
SDGs. This two-day Seminar program opened with a unique keynote address by
Professor Margaret Somers, a sharp critical thinker who has made a deep impact
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on contemporary social science. She had not visited Europe in a while, so it will
be quite a unique opportunity to listen to and discuss with her and other scholars

Related blog post:

inspired by the work of Polanyi. Professor Margaret Somers is a social theorist and

Margaret Somers will deliver
the keynote address at the 3rd
EMES-Polanyi Seminar

comparative historical sociologist specializing in economic, political, and cultural
historical sociology. She works under the guidance of Karl Polanyi’s intellectual and
moral legacy and seeks to express Polanyi’s commitments in her writing. At the
core of her work stands the ability to conceptually link and relate issues that often
appear to be isolated and unrelated.
The contributions presented were organized around the following five thematic
axes:
\\ Universalism revisited: Relational welfare and the reciprocal-institutional

welfare state
\\ Analyses of the commons

Related blog post:

How to gain our (research)
consciousness back: On
the impossible task of
summarizing the 3rd EMESPolanyi International Seminar

\\ Reconfigurations of public action targeting solidarity economy, social

enterprise and civil society
\\ Solidarity economy, people-centred social innovation and social enterprise
\\ Action research, social innovation and solidarity economy

Research Workshop “Tackling the migration and
refugee challenge”
This Workshop was the first activity of Working Group 2,
entitled “Industries”, and revolved around the relationship
between social enterprises and migration. The title of the
workshop “Tackling the migration and refugee challenge”.

University of
Trento, Italy.

Exploring innovative policies and practices through the lens of social enterprises

November 22 - 24, 2018

and third sector organizations” reflected the focus on the potential of local
communities to self-organize and design effective solutions for tackling the
challenges posed by migrations to local societies, particularly, the creation of
innovative organizations.
These organizations include social enterprises understood as organizations
which combine an entrepreneurial dynamic to provide services or goods with a
primacy of social aims and cross various types of borders; across sectors (public,
conventional enterprises, cooperatives, associations), resources (market, public
and philanthropy) and activity fields. Many of these initiatives are being promoted
by individuals, immigrants organizations, local businesses, religious organizations
and groups of volunteers who are self-organizing to deliver first aid and co-provide
26
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basic services, work and social inclusion and advocacy; these may include suitable
housing, education, work and entrepreneurship, and the design of new skills
assessment tools. Since most of these initiatives developed spontaneously at the
grassroots level, they are difficult to grasp. Hence, our endeavour is to promote an
interdisciplinary discussion forum that can contribute to systematizing innovative

36
RESEARCHERS

of research that has relevant policy implications.

320

This workshop targeted specifically scholars that have been exploring innovative

STAKEHOLDERS

practices and pave the way for further empirical and theoretical analysis in a field

paths of social, economic and political inclusion of migrants achieved by local
communities across Europe. It was conceived as a high-profile academic event
aimed at exchanging initial thoughts on this incipient field of research with
enough time to present and comment on contributions presented. Moreover, the
workshop contributed to the creation of connections that could lead to future

22
COUNTRIES REPRESENTED

joint research proposals. Researchers leading in other European projects were
invited to present the research findings of the EU and international projects,
including: SIMRA (Horizon2020); SIRIUS (Horizon2020); HOMInG (ERC Starting
Grant); PlurAlps (Alpine Space); EUMINT (Interreg Italy-Austria); and RurAction

Related blog post:

(Marie Curie).

Sharing practices and
approaches to tackle the
migration and refugee
challenge in Europe

In addition, stakeholder-wise, two events were prepared:
1.

A “stakeholder bridging event” in English aimed at exchanging with
researchers.

2.

A full-day stakeholder event was organized in the local language, Italian,
so as to increase active participation from local and national audiences the
day after the research workshop. It gathered over 300 people (citizens and
practitioners), organizations, umbrella organizations, policy-makers and
journalists to share the results of the workshop and build from some of the
transversal ideas and unique experiences presented during the previous
two days.
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Communication
and dissemination
EMES relies on the power of a direct and honest
communication to harness the transformational potential
of the research initiatives carried out by its members and
Coordination Unit. In addition, EMES aims to enhance
the participation of its members and the constructive
exchange with other communities and networks.
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EMES website
Thanks to its website, EMES reaches many researchers and stakeholders
globally. The website features news about the projects and activities
as well as about institutional and individual members. Together with
the social networks and the news alerts, EMES aims at maintaining its
members up-to-date of the initiatives and opportunities.

EMES website visits
Map Overlay | 182 countries

www. emes.net
January 01- December 31, 2018

Visits by County
Main 9 countries
United States

2,236

Belgium

1,157

India

United Kingdom

1,594

Spain

1,144

Germany

823

France

1,402

Italy

1,025

Canada

788

34,854

23,987

84,772

23,708

Sessions

Pages viewed

1,014

Users

New users
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Social networks
EMES thrives to share news and updates about its own activities as well
as those of its members via two social network channels: Facebook and
Twitter. Through those accounts EMES also features the work being done
within projects and events.

Facebook Page “Likes”
January 01- December 31, 2018

2,7k

2,5k

Total likes

Total likes

2,344

2,621

January 01

December 31

2,3k
Jan

Feb

Mar

Apr

May

Events social networks

30

Jun

Jul

Aug

Sep

Oct

Nov

Dic
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TRAINING
EDUCATION

News Alerts and EMES News & Stories

Dissemination campaigns
EMES News Alert

1,785
people signed up by
December 2018
Empower-SE News Alert

162
people signed up by
December 2018

Just like with social media, EMES currently has two News Alerts, one about the
activities of the network and a second one about Empower-SE more specifcially.
Here’s the info on the News Alerts produced:

10/10/2018
04/27/2018
04/03/2018

7EMESconf: Abstract submission deadline right after the
break!
EMES News Alert | October 2018
EMES | April 2018.2: Polanyi program; UK Coop Society;
involving citizens in co-production...

02/16/2018

EMES News Alert | April 2018

16/02/2018

EMES News Alert | February 2018

EMES News & Stories
This page on emes.net, which was formally the
“News page”, is devoted to sharing a more personal
account of all the events and initiatives that happen
within the wide range of EMES.
Accessible at emes.net/news
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YouTube
The eight videos produced featured the following social
enterprises and are available on the EMES YouTube channel:

6thEMESconf VIDEOS
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6thEMESconf PhD interview of Nadir
França

6thEMESconf PhD interview of Sarah
Hofmayer

6thEMESconf PhD interview of Cris
Bravo

6thEMESconf PhD interview of Sandra
Ramos

6thEMESconf PhD interview of Emre
Coskun

6thEMESconf PhD interview of Tereza
Jureckova

6thEMESconf PhD Interview of
Eduardo Pereira

COMMUNICATION AND DISSEMINATION
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EMES
membership
There are two categories of members in
EMES, institutional and individual, and
each of them brings to the table different
set of capacitities in order to ensure the
sustainability of the network.
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Institutional members

Regarding institutional members, the Institute for Social Research (ISF)
from Norway ceased its institutional membership although the main
contact point there, Bernard Enjolras, continues to be an individual
member.
The year 2018 also saw the return of one of the Swedish institutional
member, Södertörn University, who had previously been a member.
However, it stopped its membership for four years until Malin Gawell took
the leadership of the research group on civil society and SE with numerous
PhDs and researchers.
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Institutional members
There were a total of 174 individual members in 2018 from 41 countries.

AICCON - Research Centre on

CES-PT - Centre for Social Studies (PT)

Organizations. Univ. of Bologna, Forlì

CES-BE - Center for Social Economy.
Univ. of Liege (BE)

Cooperation and Non Profit
website

website

Campus (IT)
website

CIRTES - Centre Interdisciplinaire de

CCS - Centre for Co-operative Studies.

EURICSE - European Research Institute

Recherche Travail, État et Société.

Univ. College Cork (IE)

on Cooperative and Social Enterprises.

Catholic Univ. of Louvain (BE)

Univ. of Trento (IT)
website

website

website

Chair of Social and Solidarity Economy

LEST - Laboratoire d’Economie et de

SESAM - Norwegian centre for

Chair of Social and Solidarity Economy,

Sociologie du Travail, LEST. Univ. of

social entrepreneurship and social

CNAM (FR)

Aix-Marseille (FR)

innovation (NOR)
website

website

website

CSE - Centre for Social Entrepreneurship.

SHU - Sheffield Hallam University

Södertörn University

Roskilde University (DK)

Sheffield (UK)

Stockholm (SE)

website

website

website
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Functioning and
governance of EMES
With an open membership and members from all
over the world, EMES is committed to ensuring an
institutional sustainability that allows it to achieve
its mission in serving the community of social
enterprise researchers.
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Governing bodies

Board of Directors
The members of the Board of EMES are in regular contact but they also meet face-to-face at least twice
or three times per year. In 2017, the EMES Board held its meetings in March in Brussels, in July in Louvainla-Neuve and in November in Brussels. In 2018 EMES will implement a Strategic Planning process that will
guide the action of the network for the next three years. In addition to Board members, representatives of
institutional memebrs will be invited to join this process.

General Assembly
The 2017 General Assembly took place in the course of the annual EMES General Assembly, held right after
the 6th EMES International Research Conference in Louvain-la-Neuve (Belgium). Since it coincided with the
international event that draws more international participants, the number of participants was high.

Coordination Unit
Thomas Pongo joined EMES in January 2019 as Science and Communication Manager with a view on
strengthening the Coordination Unit staff. He will also be responsible for organizing an annual event in
Brussels featuring the main actors and initiatives around social enterprise in Brussels aimed at young
people and students. The first event will take place on March 1st, 2019 at the SMartbe headquarters.
The staff has been invited to participate in the strategic planning process and provide feedback in all the
steps of the way.
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The Bernheim Foundation (in French “La Fondation

The support of the Bernheim Foundation began with a

Bernheim”), based in Belgium, was created in 1974 by Emile

substantial support to the 6th EMES International Research

Bernheim, who established “L’Innovation” department

Conference hosted by CIRTES at the Catholic University

store in Brussels. He believed that the money earned

of Louvain. The Foundation was the sponsor of the PhD

during one’s professional life should go back to society, as

Best Paper Award, and also provided funds to subsidize

society is where money had originated in the first place.

accommodation for PhD students on the University campus.

Emile Bernheim died in 1985 and the foundation became

After that positive experience, the Foundation extended

operational in 1998. Since the beginning it has funded

its support to a three-year grant that will allow EMES to

actions that contribute, according to Bernheim’s own

strengthen its network of DE researchers and develop

will, to “building a society that is human-like, in which the

initiatives targeting young people and junior researchers.

individual keeps its share both in terms of the benefits it

More concretely, it enabled the hiring of a support person

can derive from the life of society and the responsibilities

for the Coordination Unit to strengthen the coordination

it bears, and that he/she must be helped to assume“. For

of scientific events developed within the framework of

15 years, the Foundation successfully supported more than

Empower-SE (see page 9) as well as the organization of a SE

100 innovative projects, predominantly focused on young

event aimed at showcasing the ecosystem of SE in Belgium

people. These were carried out by universities, institutions

to young generations concerned with SE.

and associations, mainly based in Brussels, in a total amount
of nearly 22 million Euros.
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Financial situation overview
The year yielded a positive result of 24,147€ over a total turnover of 304,909€. As usual, this benefit will be
reinvested into the association. Despite the positive result, the issue of long-term financial sustainability from
its own resources continues to be a central issue for the Board of Directors. In this sense, two main pillars
will be consolidated in the next few years, namely, the membership pillar with the investment in the new
membership management system and the intensive search for foundation support. The collaboration with the
Bernheim Foundation should also pave the way for attracting the support of other foundations interested in the
contribution to the common good that EMES proposes.
The distribution among the various areas of activity of EMES was the following:

61,34%

43%

Research projects

Research projects

12,68%

5%

14%

52%

Events & services

Foundation support

Events & services

Staff & purchases

12%

Membership fees
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Presence in international and European institutions
European Commission Experts’ Group on
Social Enterprise (GECES)
Marthe Nyssens was elected as a member of the new GECES whose first
representative from EMES was Rocío Nogales from 2013 to 2017. She will be
participating in the various meetings sharing the expertise accumulated via the
various research initiatives and global networking.

UN Inter-Agency Task Force on Social and
Solidarity Economy (UNTFSSE)
www.unsse.org
EMES continues to actively participate in the work of the UNTFSSE and has taken
part in the various meetings organized in 2018. The SDGs will be represented at
the 7th EMES conference through individual presentations and a panel.

Snapshot of 2019
Next year will bring two important
milestones for EMES
On the one hand, the 7th EMES International Conference will attract over 400
researchers and stakeholders for four days to exchange on the contribution of
social enterprise, cooperative and voluntary action to sustainable development.
On the other hand, internally, EMES will finalize its strategic planning process and
present its 2019-2021 Strategic Plan to the General Assembly in Sheffield. The year
2019 will also see the unfolding of the second open election process resulting in a
new Board coming into office at the end of the year.
In addition, Empower-SE will enter its third granting phase while all the country
reports and the synthesis report from the Mapping Study will be published.
Without doubt, a year ahead of us full of exciting challenges and collaborations
with plenty of occasions to meet EMES members and enlarged community.
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Coming up..

Next EMES
conference
The 7th EMES International
Research Conference will
take place in Sheffield,
United Kingdom and it
will be hosted by newest
EMES institutional member,
Sheffield Hallam University.
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www.emes.net
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